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Nimrod’s lost language has been found! This book will help you
see past the “linguistic black hole” mounted in ancient Babel by Khufu,
that infamous Old Kingdom dictator (see Set, Beset) – and thus gain the
ability to interpret all non-trivial nouns. Using pictures (a few of which
are, alas, a bit too impious) – I describe the word roots of Proto-P-I-E, a
language of sounds which, in antediluvian times, gave birth to ProtoIndo-European (P-I-E), a language which in its turn gave birth to most
modern languages. Most nouns (labels for objects) are combinations of
roots deriving from ancient root power sound names. For example the
verbal bloc "KMR" (as in Kumar), if we consider its origins as a sticky
“imprint”, must have had some links to the ancient heroes, deities, and
factions behind the roots “K”, “M”, and “R” – which had, “imprintingly”
(w.r.t. public memory), conspicuous association over some phase(s) of
space-time – it is thus that the verbal bloc KMR came to be. Or see how
good and guide were “sticky” i.e. imprinting characterizations of things
associated with a certain God; it is thus that they got their names "GD".
So it is for most nouns. Here we find endless food for thought, because,
all too gracefully, the names of these ancient entities have become the
roots of proto-P-I-E… this palette or rainbow of sounds were variously
permuted and combined to make up the nouns of the world’s natural
languages (an example of a largely natural language would be English;
examples of partially constructed languages are Sanskrit, German, and
so on).
In summary, a noun's roots reveal the root powers which were
most imprintingly associated with the object behind that noun. Upon
knowing these word roots, one can identify the hidden etymological
significance of nearly all nouns, familiar or foreign; and maybe their
socio-etiological significance also, and even their ontological, or, more
generally, philosophical significance! How did I find this codex of true
sight?
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Not by chance – but by a lengthy, atypical process of collecting
(and rectifying) data about the root powers during the course of my
interdisciplinary researches on pre/history, mythology (Indic, Norse,
Egyptian, Tolkien etc.) etc. Now, the roots covered are all consonants;
vowels are absent. Consonant roots reveal the meat of noun meanings;
though, surely, vowel roots also shed a complementary light into the
meanings.
Sadly apart from that, my research has not yet identified their
origins and nature. Yet even if one neglects the vowel roots for now, he
can have a fairly deep understanding of the nouns in the world around
him. The Egyptians, for instance, had no vowels in their hieroglyphs
(evidently ancient Egyptian was the lingua fraca of then). So LER, LOR,
LAR etc. were the same in terms of hieroglyphs, i.e. LR. And thus a fine
rule of etymology: – vowels are “soft” (mutable into different vowels,
or even erasable, or addable), while consonants are “hard”, hence they
alone mostly survived the ravages of time (as words were imperfectly
transmitted across space and down time), evolving [into] the nouns of
today.
And others may ask: why cartoons for something as important
as this? Today, most people, chasing after the pettier of fetishes due to
a perceived threat to life itself, seem far too entangled in the "rat race".
Can't really write messages of gravity, to them, as these necessarily
must be nonlinear1. Though, by pictures, messages can be readily put
across!
To make clear what this book is, let us see what it's not. This is
not a rebus book; the aim is not to memorize the words as a function of
the pictures but to appreciate the nature of the roots by thinking of the
sort of words they make up. Also, while these roots exist for sure, their
descriptions, being often not very well understood by even as devoted
a scholar of history and related areas as me – are, for now, only briefly
detailed. Who knows how ancient the sources are? Others will join the
party, contributing more accurate descriptions; for them we wait. Until
then, there is another way to understand the roots: backwards from
the context of the words derived out of them! Rightly said Guth'Alak,
"Aye champion, yer time will come"! For those who get it, the time has
come; he can already start seeing nouns as the sums of roots (see last
page)…
Today, faced by “odd” non-fiction, most people say "Oh, this writing is too tough" or
"Oh, I have other important things to do" or "Oh, this may not even be true" or even,
"Oh, this isn't discussed by anyone; this writing may be maverick" (But only the fool
will conclude that "Oh, because he is attacked by experts, what he's saying is surely
false"... Reminds one of Keynes, who became famous mainly after pejoratively calling
Gesell a prophet, while making a scholarly pretention of omniscience in economics)...
1
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Anu, the "horned God", the “devil”, the King of the “Heavens”
(constructed after 5600 BC?)… “a pop culture phenomenon exists in
which it is believed Anu is the manifestation of the biblical snake in
the Garden of Eden.” Sounds incredible? “Thanks to public speakers
like David Icke it is believed that Anu is Lucifer, God or Lizard King of
the Multiverse.” “It was the union of An and Ki, “heaven” and “earth”,
which produced the Anunnaki, or “Those who descended from Heaven
to Earth.”
"Ishtar, in a fury, went up to the heavens, to Anu, her father,
crying". It becomes clear, from the sparse ancient texts at our disposal,
that Anu is the ruler of the “heavens”, wherever that may be (a strong
candidate is Mt. Denali I think). It seems that Anu = Indra (Anu-dior) of
Indian mythology, who is named “ruler of the heavens and King of the
Gods”.
E.g.: "the god of the firmament Anu".
An important Sumerian mythic poem, the Seven Evil Ones, says
"The seven are the messengers of Anu their King", which connects Anu
to the Saptarishis, or the “Seven Kings” covered in Of “Vampires” and
“Lycans”.
(Also see the old computer game Seven Kingdoms)…
Hindu myths speak of "Indra's thousand eyes", and Indra is
clearly equal to – or, if not equal, the post-Vrtra (VR-dior) successor of
– Varuna (VR+Anu) – who, in Vedism, is the "god of the night sky who
with his 1000 eyes watches over human conduct, and judges good and
evil, and punishes evildoers". Like Varuna, Anu "was believed to have
the power to judge those who had committed crimes". Like Indra,
Varuna is "often considered king of the Hindu gods". Like Indra, “Anu
is "King of the Gods", "Lord of the Constellations, Spirits and Demons",
and "Supreme Ruler of the Kingdom of Heaven"”. Of Varuna it is said,
"The stars are his thousand-eyed spies, watching every movement of
men", whereas of Anu, it is said, "Anu created the stars as soldiers to
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destroy the wicked". Thus resolving the identity of this "King of the
heavens" is one of the easier puzzles to solve in the art of comparative
mythology. A contemporary depiction may be the Architect from The
Matrix, who “sits isolated in a room full of monitors displaying all that
happens”, that reminds one of the “thousand eyes” ascribed to Indra or
Varuna.

Anu's capture by some elements (I’d guess that’s a ring of social
elites encircling the hidden “heaven”) is covered in a Sumerian myth
Inanna and An, which “describes Inanna and her brother Utu [the sun
god, that is, Ra] as they take a difficult passage through a marshland to
conquer Eanna [Anu/An], while being advised by a fisherman as to the
best route. Ultimately Inanna reaches her father, An. He is shocked by
her arrogance in attempting to capture the Eanna temple for herself,
but nevertheless concedes that she has succeeded and it is now her
domain".
Anu’s capture led to the 3100 BC events described in Marriage
of Nergal and Ereshkigal: “Kakka, ordered by Anu, went down the long
stairway of heaven [this shows an aspect of heaven is related to the
underworld, and that some “stairway to heaven” may lead down, not
up]”. Or, for example, how we see “Merodach advances against Tiamat
with a club and bow which [the endoged] Anu had placed [not without
some “persuasion”] in his hand". A deific form of Anu is Egyptian
goddess "Nut", God of the "Sea". Anu is comparable to Poseidon (both
devil and Poseidon carry tridents). See, Anu isn’t a bad guy despite the
horns! But we have, for example, a common word derived from Anu’s
name:

So Anu it was, who contributed his name to the ancient root N.
In this book, the presence of the root N is depicted by the horned
character.
5

T/D).
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So you see what "Ant-Man" depicts (combined with root 3, the

“B” is an insultingly mysterious word root from Egypt; its exact
meaning is unclear; it might mean "authorized representative" (of a
power), or authorized manifestation (of some Godlike character?).
Authorized by whom? By the V*, it would appear (see Of Vampires and
Lycans, one of my most important books in which I discuss the V* and
L*).
If it is said, in mainstream Egyptology, that “The 'Ba' (b) was
everything that makes an individual unique, similar to the notion of
'personality'” – that seems to be a mistaken belief. We see that, “[those
who controlled the] Old Kingdom pyramids often were called the 'Ba'
of their owner”. “The 'Ba' is an aspect of a person that the Egyptians
believed would live after the body died” – heirs of a famed old God or
King?
In this work, the root "B"/"P" is depicted by a set of wings in
the cartoon character. Ba derivatives seem controlled usually by the
V* (represented by "Neo" et al. in the Matrix), and at times by the L*
(represented by Architect). A deific example: Saddam Hussein’s Baath
party.

“The sacred insect that bridged the underworld to the natural
world”… we see: “the 3 bee maidens” – ah, then, “B” is linked to the V*
normatively, but, in some cases, as Bal-rogues, may be Apep, agents of
the L*.
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Closer home, the root Ba is seen in our friendly neighborhood
Batman:

The meaning of the root T/D etc. seems pretty straightforward.
It is the deific root, depicting divinity (and the respect due to divinity).
It is a quite common root e.g.: Theo (as in theosophy), th, theos/dis, ti,
t, d (as in "D-ell"), Dior (Dio-Ra), den/ton ("Don") – these are all words
constructed from the root D/T. Another example of how words were
constructed by intercourse of roots, giving clues to the etiology of the
words:

The halo depicts the deific root
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Here, the roots B and T are joined, to give Bat (and yes, Batman
as well.

More words formed of the root "D/T", we explore a handful of
doublets:

Join T and the famous word root N, to get:
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"Tintin" is made of 2 "T" roots and 2 "N" roots, so he was quite
a force:

Sh as in Shiva is an obscure root, on which I couldn’t find much
details. The name-bearer of 'Sh' in the land of the first lasting language
(hieroglyphs), Shu was one of the Egyptian2 Gods, a personification of
air. Shu’s office was originally a Valar asset e.g.: he “was a God of light”.
Of old, Shu was delegated the mischief of parting the Sky Goddess Nut
(Anu) and the God of Hades (Geb). But later, Shu became relatively
independent and True Neutral, and so, as J. Hill says, “Shu had a darker
side” as well. Thus Shu became "one of the Ennead of Heliopolis". "The
Ennead [“Group of Nine”] first appeared when the cult of the sun god
Ra, which had gained supreme ascendency during the fifth dynasty,
declined during the sixth dynasty". These were obviously the wearers
of the 9 “Rings of Men”, in Tolkien: the 9 Nazgul who stood in favour of
Numenor. “After the rise of the Ennead, the cult of Ra, identified with
Atum, saw a great resurgence until being superseded by the worship of
Horus".
2

Meta-Egyptian; so we say because Egypt was merely the capital of a global Empire...
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Shu often “appears as a lion; Shu and Tefnut were the twin lion
gods". The late Shu was noble, hence it is said: “Due to the association
with air, calm, thus Ma'at (truth, justice and order), Shu was portrayed
in art as wearing an ostrich feather”; Shu’s nobility can be seen also in
how, as Hill says, “During the "Aten heresy" led by Akhenaten, Shu and
Tefnut remained popular with the apparently monotheistic Pharaoh”,
who “depicted himself as Shu”. Also, Shu was the Phantom, potential
capstone controlling the four kings discussed elsewhere: “Shu was seen
with between one and four feathers.” J. Hill: “Four pillars located at the
world’s cardinal points helped Shu [in all his feats, not just parting the
earth and sky], and were known as the "Pillars of Shu"”. These 4 pillars
are decrypted in pg. 28. This result is supported from Blue Dragon, a
mythos whose "story focuses on five friends (Shu, Jiro, Kluke, Zola, and
Marumaro), as they travel across the world to confront Nene, the evil
ruler of the Grand Kingdom”. In this work, the root Sh is shown as the
cloud type:
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Add a "T", to get the famous deific form:
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Above we can see the Venus figurines, dated as early as 38,000
BC, a glimpse into the 'matriarchs' of old: Ki/Gaia, the ancient Earth
Goddess; this root is the oldest of all. Ki (Mesopotamian name of Gaia)
– who after her (Eve’s) defection was called Ereshkigal – was regarded
as nobility by not just the thinkers, but, before ca. 2400 BC, by all of
the Valar also. But then there was a K split, subsequent to which the V*
regarded one derivative of Gaia as the true Gaia, while their opponents
regarded another derivative of Gaia as the true Gaia. Thus like almost
every other power in this book, we could see “Gaia” types in either
camp; so this root is seen in either camp. Though any "root power"
will be, if given half a chance, pro-logic more often than, for example,
your average "sheeple" simpletons – the "Ki" derivatives (like the R or
M derivatives) were often more likely to be free thus True Neutral and
pro-logic when compared to, for example, the S, N, or even Sh root
powers.

A few recidivists among the Proto-Indo-Europeans saw women,
especially beautiful ones, as "cows". So Ki’s name gave itself to that of
the cow! In Indian myth: “Finally, the earth was cornered by Prithu. He
lowered his weapons and reasoned with the earth and promised to be
her guardian. He received her milk, in his hands for the welfare of
humanity.”
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Gaia is quite the superstar, and was so even in old times. As a
lecherous Sumerian myth says about her… “The Great Earth made
herself glorious, her body flourished with greenery. Wide Earth put on
silver metal and lapis lazuli ornaments, adorned herself with diorite,
chalcedony, carnelian, and diamonds. Heaven [Anu] covered the
pastures with irresistible sexual attraction, presented himself in
majesty. Earth, the good cow, received the rich seed of Heaven in her
womb. The Earth, for the happy birth of the Plants of Life, presented
herself”.

Who kept pets, of old?

So we see which “root power” was most associated with codes!
And we see where the ancient healers who could fix broken men came
from:
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one:

The word doctor of course contains another root, an important

Ra: the “solar deity” of ancient Egypt. "By the Fifth Dynasty, Ra
had become a major god in ancient Egypt, identified primarily with the
midday sun". Of course, in this book, Ra/Re is depicted with a sun
behind the head. Below is another example of a compound word with 4
roots:
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Above we see an exhibition of words related to the word root
R; many of them are clearly important to civilization; it may show Ra’s
greatness! No wonder the fools cursed Ra and his friends, calling them
tyrants!
Faced with potentially Nazi level blends (pg. 39), Reason saved
the day:
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The root F/V/W seems to derive from a protector of the female
leader, the Amazon Queen (since F/V/W is found in woman, female,
vagina, vulva and so forth). Also seems to denote an ancient nobility of
the autochthons; one half of the Va-na Gods; above shown is Frey (Ra
from the house of Va, joined to make VR/FR, a very popular secondary
word root seen in the Avari, Varda, Ford, Nos-fera-tu etc.). Although
not exclusively birthing the early elf logicians such as the Feanoreans –
the V powers, who centrally orchestrated no less than “Creation” itself,
were half their source – as seen from the occurrence of this root in the
names of nearly all the Noldor elites – such as Finwe, Feanor, Fingolfin,
Finarfin et al. The term Vampire also comes to mind. In recent times,
this root power faction appears to have a low profile (reorganized or
reshuffled)?

Seems as if certain historians were mocking the truth in saying
“Caesar meant “we came, we saw, we conquered”, when he said veni,
vidi, vici”.
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Set
This root is the most important of all – the S “root powers” are
the most powerful, well-positioned or widespread... these root powers
apparently denote the "Merovingian" nobility, most characteristically
located in the upper, or shallower caves of the world's underground
realm (s) (a detail gleaned from the "Si artefact" of Thomas Biskup's
Adventure Domains of Mystery; explains why Merovingian would hold
Club Hel). A sort of bridge between the V* and the L*, though also
infiltrated and subverted to a degree, thus the two way head (inspired
by Isimud) and turban (though that, really, was unwarranted. But
pictures can’t be changed so easily at this point; sorry for that). Similar
to the "N root powers”, who were the original (of 5600 BC) fallen3
angels, the “satanic” Si powers were the later (3100 BC) semi-fallers;
in other words, Seth, “Abel’s replacement”, didn’t fall as much as Cain.
For a biased "history" of this complex faction of great importance, see
"Sith" in Star Wars. A more neutral coverage is found in my book "Set,
Beset".

3

To “fall”, as in “fallen angel”, means only to become pro-L*, while starting as pro-V*.
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In Norse mythology, Sigyn (Old Norse "victorious girl-friend”)
is the wife of Loki, the ‘Grey’ God kept enchained by the “Gods” (that is,
the syllogicians) – bound in grey zones (e.g.: hell). Sigyn, described as
his wife, “holds a basin under the dripping venom of a snake” (Loki is
put up under this basin). Snake metaphorically means the “association
of Gray thinkers”, who “poison Loki’s mind”… “The basin grows full;
Sigyn pulls it away, during which time venom drops on Loki, causing
him to writhe so violently that earthquakes occur that shake the entire
earth. This process repeats until he breaks free, setting Ragnarök into
motion”.
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Of course, the best known bearer of the ‘S’ root is our old friend
Satan – when Si met T and N, the sparks flew, corporeal beings of fire
were born, “stones” (mythic slang for underground caverns) and other
Si-dominated areas (e.g.: the stan suffixed realms) were created. This
word bit endures in names like Sutton and Stein. As with all of the root
powers, the Si root power is inherently pro-logic, but most likely to be
endoged.

Seems that some Si types, while greatest in power and strength,
also suffered the first of the diseases; before “disease culture” became
widespread…
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Ma'at
According to Tolkien, "the name Maia is in the Quenya tongue
and comes from the Elvish root maya- 'excellent, admirable'"; the
Maiar were "spirits whose being also began before the world, of the
same order as the Valar but of less degree". So they were likely to be
more independent. The Greek character Maia "avoided the company of
the gods", so clearly Aspergian! "Maia is the name of the Kin of the
Valar, but especially of those of lesser power than the 9 great rulers"
wrote Tolkien. The "angels" tried to conquer them; the "fallen angels"
defected to their side. Ma'at was the ancient Egyptian Goddess of truth
and logic. In this work, the root M is depicted as a sort of flame-haired
female.
In the Roman tradition, “the month of May (Latin Maius) was
named for Maia, though ancient etymologists also connected it to the
maiores, "ancestors," again from the adjective maius, maior, meaning
those who are "greater" in terms of generational [linked to one’s blood]
precedence”.
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In Greek myth, “Maia is the eldest of the seven Pleiades”, thus
linked to the seven. A notable Maiar from Tolkien: “Arien is the maiden
whom the Valar chose from among the Maiar to guide the vessel of the
Sun”.

Best known among the Maia was Ra from the clan of M, i.e. Mary. Mister M is a character in Marvel Comics, where he is shown as the
head of a facility called the Center for transformation and illumination.
Also, “Mothman is the name of a cryptid speculated to exist after
several reports of unidentified creatures seen in the Point Pleasant
area of West Virginia from November 15, 1966, to December 15, 1967.
The first newspaper report was published in the Point Pleasant
Register dated November 16, 1966, titled "Couples See Man-Sized Bird
... Creature ... Something". The “being” subsequently entered regional
folklore”.
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Relative to other roots, we see many deific words related to the
root M:
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El/L is a fairly common root. “El” was the God of Phoenicia and
the Levantine netherworld (Lebanon, Israel areas); and perhaps even
"God of the Americas" (holding the heart of the Mediterranean, the
Levant). “Specific deities known as El include the supreme god of the
Canaanite religion, the supreme god of the Mesopotamian Semites in
the pre-Sargonic period, and even the god of the Hebrew Bible”. “For
the Canaanites and the ancient Levantine region as a whole, Ēl was the
“the father of mankind and all creatures”. “Ēl is called again and again
Tôru ‘Ēl ("Bull Ēl" or "the bull god")”. “Ēl is the grey-bearded ancient
one, full of wisdom, malku ("King"), ’abū šamīma ("Father of years"),
’El gibbōr ("Ēl the warrior")”. In Tolkien we see Elu Thingol who may
be pro-V* owing to the influence of a V*-influenced Maia named
Melian; we also see his “relative” Eol the "dark elf", a character much
appreciated, instinctively, by this author. And indeed El is the most
exemplarily True Neutral, so much so that “the mysterious Ugaritic
text Shachar and Shalim tells how Ēl came to shores of the sea and saw
two women who bobbed up and down”. Thus El derivatives, though at
times answerable to the V* periphery, were mostly True Neutral. El is
represented in this cartoon series as a brawny, at times sword-bearing
type.
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Elu Thingol, a First Age (5600-3100 BC) “elven” ruler, “King of
Doriath, King of the Sindar, Lord of Beleriand”, a classic quasiNephilim (the “Men of Old, Men of renown”) King, was said to be "the
tallest of all the Children of Ilúvatar" and "mightiest of the Eldar save
Fëanor only." A small part of Hades: "Thingol built a fabulous capital
city and fortress beneath a great hill called Menegroth, the Thousand
Caves".

Eöl, called “the dark elf” and “friend of the dwarves”, while hated
and left for dead by the syllogician elites, was, “in a very late version”,
“again said to be one of the Eldar, and appears as such in the published
Silmarillion”; shows the Valar weren’t just syllogicians, but Aspergians
also!
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Heh (Huh, Hah), in ancient Egypt, was the deification of infinity
or eternity in the Ogdoad, his name itself meaning "endlessness". Very
intriguing! Like F/V/W, “H” is a very mysterious root, whose origins
and nature is somewhat hard to resolve due to the scarcity of available
information. One clue is that we see the root “H” in names like Hitler,
Himmler, Hess et al. – all the top Nazis, who themselves were not as
evil as usually portrayed (read "The Blind Dragon") – and, today, in
Hetfield, Hammet etc. Huh is a Korean family name. It may denote the
headship of the L*, a theory which would explain the heavy presence
of this root in the L*-like Nazi fascists. A better clue may be that Huh,
being part of the Ogdoad of Four (plus four) Gods, being evidently one
of your old "Guardians of the Four Directions", was the greatest, most
important of them; it seems, in the context of the 5 Kings setup, Huh
was the leader of the Four Kings, either riding with or thrown against
the fifth, that is, the “Phantom”… May have been the King of the Four,
stationed in the Himalayas, sharing space with Jah, the Himalayan V*
King.

The root H is depicted as in…
26

as:

The four powers are represented in various arts and mythologies


The white dog, Snowy, the “pet” of Tintin



The white wolf, pet of Amaterasu



And helpfully, the white dog, pet of the Phantom (read the Blind
Dragon)



The four horsemen of the Apocalypse

“In Egyptian mythology, the Ogdoad (the eightfold) were eight
primordial deities worshipped in Hermopolis during what is called the
Old Kingdom, the third through sixth dynasties, dated between 2686
27

to 2134 BC. The eight deities were arranged in four male-female pairs:
Nu and Naunet, Amun and Amaunet, Kuk and Kauket, Huh and
Hauhet.” In Buddhism, we find “the Four Heavenly Kings”, who are
“four gods, each of whom watches over one cardinal direction of the
world.”

“In Norse myth, Norðri, Suðri, Austri and Vestri ("Northern,
Southern, Eastern and Western") are four dwarves in the Prose Edda
book Gylfaginning who each support one of the four cardinal points.
Together, they uphold the heavenly dome”; and, “In Norse mythology,
four stags (male red deer) eat among the branches of the World Tree
Yggdrasill.” When Horus attained supremacy, we find “the four sons of
Horus”.
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Zaidiyyah or Zaidism, also called the Fivers, is a sect that broke
off from Shia Islam (similarly we find, in Islam, the “Seveners” (see the
first covered root “N”) and the “Twelvers” (7 Kings + 5 Kings; see, for
instance, the 12 stars on the flag of the EU, or read Of “Vampires” and
“Lycans”)). A “prominent Zaidi movement is the Shabab Al Mu'mineen,
commonly known as the "Houthis", who are famously “engaged in an
uprising against the Yemeni Government”. About their name, Fivers,
popular accounts seem to provide a false etymology. The term "Fivers"
might correspond, in fact, to the efforts made by the H root power (as
in the Houthis), leader of the four powers, to resurrect the five. Also, in
The Vampire Diaries, "The Five" are a "group of vampire hunters" from
an ancient epoch – a detail that agrees with our placement of the Five
in the “Lycan” or L* side, normatively at least – let us be clear that the
five powers would have their five anti-particles as well, who would be
in the V* side (as made clear in T. Canavan's Age of the Five). In The
Five, a 2013 South Korean film, “Kim Sun-a stars as a crippled woman
[the Phantom, the fifth power – whose crippled condition is seen in the
legend of how Brahma got 4 heads, “one for each cardinal direction”,
and then a fifth, which “Shiva cuts off to teach Brahma a lesson against
lechery”] – who gathers four desperate people to take revenge on the
serial killer who murdered her family”. By the way, the story goes that
the serial killer turns the tables, and the hunter becomes the hunted…
The theory at hand – about the four powers plus one – alone can
explain "the Khamsa, an ancient symbol shaped like a hand with four
fingers and one thumb, used as a protective amulet by Jews; it is also
very popular in Arabic culture, as it protects against envy and the evil
eye".
Other depictions of the Four powers4: “The four individuals
traditionally associated with the comic heroes the Fantastic Four, who
gained superpowers after exposure to cosmic rays during a mission to
outer space”, are “Mister Fantastic (Reed Richards), a scientific genius
and the leader of the group, who can stretch his body into incredible
lengths and shapes [that metaphor seems to depict Huh, associated as
he is with infinity]; the Invisible Woman (Susan "Sue" Storm), who can
render herself invisible and later project powerful force fields; the
Human Torch (Johnny Storm), Sue's younger brother, who can
generate flames, surround himself with the flames, and fly; and the
monstrous Thing, who possesses tremendous superhuman strength,
durability, and endurance due to the nature of his stone-like flesh".
More on the dynamics of the 4 + 1 Kings can be found in my other
works.
The four are better treated than the poor Fifth, the two bones under whose head
might try a scissor cut, imperiling his head, as maybe depicted in A Prisoner of Birth.
4
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Jah or Yah is the name of the God of Israel in the Hebrew Bible. J
most likely refers to the V* core King of the meta-Himalayas; pictured
here as tall. Che is a theoretically pro-J faction? (Che Guevara, China
etc.). The Che types may just be farther than the centrally distributed J
types.
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films.

Jason (“son of the J power”) is seen in the Friday the 13th horror
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J/Y is a severely mysterious root. For example George Lucas, of
Yoda's background, says, "So he's a mystery character, he's a magical
character. He has no background. He comes and he goes. He's the
subversive, secret, mysterious stranger that enters the film and then
exits at the end." And for instance: The novel J is "Set in the future, a
world where the past is a dangerous country, not to be talked about or
visited".
Of the Star Wars Jedi, it is said: "A Jedi was a Force-sensitive
individual, who studied, served, and used the mystical energies of the
Force; usually, the light side of the Force, unlike the Sith, who used the
dark side of the force". “There were ten thousand Jedi before the Clone
Wars.”
Ten thousand…? That’s a big clue! For this number recurs in the
annals, depicting, as we can now say, the 10,000 Jedi friends of the J
root power:
"Herodotus describes the 'Immortals' as Persian heavy infantry
that were kept constantly at a strength of exactly 10,000 men"… "The
Ten Thousand were a group of mercenary units, mainly Greek, drawn
up by Cyrus the Younger to attempt to wrest the throne of the Persian
Empire from his brother, Artaxerxes II". Persia was the western-most
reach of the King of the Himalayas; it is natural to see them in action in
this area.
"In Islamic history, 10,000 is the number of besieging forces led
by Prophet Muhammad's adversary, Abu Sufyan". However, we also
see: "10,000 is the number of Prophet Muhammad's soldiers during
the conquest of Mecca". References to this number abound; “10,000
Maniacs is a US rock band; "10,000 Men" is a song by Bob Dylan”…
“The Bible has "52 references to ten thousand in the King James
Version".
The "pit of ten thousand corpses" was seen in the Nanking
massacre in WW2 China. "Ten Thousand Saints" is a 2015 American
drama film (before that, a novel). "Ten Thousand Free Men & Their
Families is a musical project by Thomas Gilmore of Sydney”. The
goddess Isis was called "Isis of Ten Thousand Names". "Tomb of Ten
Thousand Soldiers” was seen in the defeat of the Tang dynasty army in
751.
“The Ten thousand martyrs" are written about in The Catholic
Encyclopedia. In any case, apart from all this, it is difficult to define the
J power.
My research hints that the “J root power” can be called V * core,
which, maybe, in its love for the “them”, differs from your rank and file
V* periphery.
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Special mention: the Great X, sort of a root in itself – how old is
this Axe?
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Note: The axe plus sticks grouping is called "fasces", the word
root behind "fascism" (strangely, Nazi Germany was pseudo-fascist
e.g.: the Nazis boycotted the fascist conference of 1934 – read the Blind
Dragon).

A few combinatorial words…
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K+R: In Greek mythology, Persephone, also called Kore or Cora
is the daughter of Zeus and the harvest goddess Demeter, and is, as
Homer describes, “the formidable, venerable, majestic princess of the
underworld”. K+R is a typical example of a historically-fought over “no
man’s land”, historically and presently accessible to both the V* and
the L*. Korea and the Caucasian valley of Kur are places carrying this
name. I think of Croatia or words like care, cry. There is also K+R+D, as
in Gerda:

case?

Where did all good things come from, or many of them, in any
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So, one of Islam’s holiest relics, the Kaaba, may truly revere Ki…
supports research that connects Islam to a much older pagan Goddess
of Arabia: “Allāt ( )ال التwas a pre-Islamic Arabian goddess who was
one of the three chief goddesses of Mecca, along with Manāt and al‘Uzzá.”
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So, does this reveal the “root power” composition of people like
Vladimir Putin, Joe Biden et al.? Probably people like that are meant for
power.

Of course the relative position of the word roots in the word
matters; e.g.: Pundit is etymologically closer to P-N-T than P-T-N as in
Putin.
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Above we see a few other words composed of the roots studied
until now.

The etymology of the word noble is just as one would suspect it
to be – a combination of N and BL as in Abel. It has originated from
words like Nephel or Nephilim; all are linked to the word Noldor as in
Tolkien.
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Now we come to the critically important NS word root. It is not
fully understandable even if you look at Niyazov, “President for Life” of
Turkmenistan, who wrote a book Ruhmana, reading which was made
mandatory in his country. He claimed to be the father of all Turkmens,
and forced his people to build an artificial river, of which it is said:
“Ashgabat Residents Turn up Noses at Smelly Artificial River”. He tried
to get a yacht as large as the yacht owned by Roman Abramovich
through it, but it did not fit… Fearing that the people might try to kill
him, Niyazov installed surveillance cameras in all the major streets of
his country. But even that account doesn’t do justice to our mission of
understanding the NS secondary root. It is better to revisit a few of its
derivatives:

No wonder if BBC recently spoke of mass-betting in the world
of tennis! NS-style politics may systemically lie beneath the world of
tennis; Sharapova, Hewitt were likely just scapegoats. Indonesia comes
to mind. The Cosa Nostra is a “criminal syndicate” in Sicily, Italy – “a
loose association of criminal groups sharing a common organizational
structure and code of conduct”. Next we turn to the “NMR” words,
exemplifying our method of drilling for a word’s meaning by studying
its roots:
End of excerpt! Buy full book here… buy full Ebook here.
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